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Building A Display 
 

[Since there was such a lack of displays at last year’s AMCAL, 

I’ve dug into the archives and pulled out the late Bill Thomas’s 

“Match Tips” article on building displays in the Mar/Apr 1996 

RMS Bulletin. I’ve adapted it here for AMCAL instead of RMS. 

Hopefully, this will result in a better showing this year] 

 

   It’s not hard—everyone is just as amateur as you 

and I are. Look over the listed display categories 

[posted on our Sierra-Diablo web site] & pick one or 

more that interest you, or that you have enough 

covers for. Pick a display size that will fit your 

luggage if you’re flying. Pick a suitable artboard 

color to compliment your covers; they now come in 

fluorescent and in a thick, stiff board much like a 

miniature drywall panel. 

 

   Lay out your covers in some sensible or attractive 

order, not just straight lines like rows of Russian 

troops on parade. Back off & see how they look 

against the color of panel you have chosen. Decide 

whether or not your display needs a nameplate or 

description; some do, some might, or you can always 

add a cute or clever nameplate even if none is needed 

at all. The descriptive nameplate need not be words; 

it can be a postcard or a photo. 

 

   How to mount your covers on the display? Are you 

gonna take it apart when done, or leave it assembled 

forever? Do you have dupes of the covers on your 

display? If so, you can glue them down if you want, 

but bear in mind they lose their trading value if they 

have been glued. Double-sided Scotch tape works, 

too, but the same caveat applies. So, assuming you 

may want to remove and trade or sell the covers, 

mount them with stamp hinges, or with photo 

corners—the transparent ones. Measure & mount 

them neatly; neatness isn’t supposed to count, but if 

you mount your sets kind of sloppy and someone 

else mounts theirs neatly, guess who’s gonna win the 

award? Neatness shows effort and attention, and 

judges like that. You won’t be told who the judges 

are—except by an informant. 

 

   How about boxes—should they be intact with tray, 

mashed flat, or flattened like a cover after opening 

the glued seam? There’s no rule; I’ve made some 

each way. There’s no use in flattening if the back of 

the box is blank. If you mount the box intact, with 

or without the trade inside, wrap a piece of paper 

through the back of the box, and then glue or tape 

the paper to the display panel. A display with intact 

boxes will be thicker and take up much more 

luggage space—and it’s far more subject to being 

mashed flat by your tuxedo, so think hard before 

making such a display. If you drive or fly your own 

plane, go for it! 

 

   Most display panels are rectangular or square, but 

they need not be; I’ve seen some cut in the shape of 

a shamrock or a butterfly. In fact, nothing sez the 

display has to be on a flat panel; I saw one display 

of beer covers mounted on a small beer keg! 

Important thing is to have the display panel fit its 

subject matter. Anyway, once the display is done 

you should cover it with plastic film or glass to keep 

it clean and to keep the covers safe from thieving 

fingers. The display room folks will guard your 

covers reasonably, but they are not Brinks or Secret 

Service guards. 

 

   Put your name on the back, and then cover it with 

a hinged piece of cardboard (like a matchcover!) 

and put the category name & no. on the outside of 

the hinged cover; the info on the back is for the 

judges only. And do all that BEFORE you bring 

your displays to the display room. Don’t ask Loren 

Ross what your display should go in; you make the 

decision. 

 

   Viewing of displays can take place basically all 

week, as long as the display room is open. The 

actual judging done for club awards other than 

AMCAL is usually done by all the members of 

those clubs who are in attendance on Saturday 

morning. Otherwise, specific groups of judges may 

come in somewhat earlier to judge their particular 

category. Winners are announced—and awards are 

presented—at Saturday night’s Awards Banquet. 

 

[Ed. note: the display awards are really quite 

beautiful and often unique. They’re worth going 

after! Hint! Hint!...and, of course, Sierra-Diablo’s 

is always highly sought after!] 

    
 


